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reader -who had no previous knowledge of the particular expedient. The
grammar of the very involved sentence on p. <J2 beginning, ' The truth
was that,' is at least open to question. In the opening sentence of
chapter iL, -while the use of a singular verb after a plural subject (' to
which the attempts . . . leads') may be put down to the printers, the
use of the phrase ' the science of government' is at best a piece of careless
writing. On p. 501 Wliitgift must be a slip of the pen for GrindaL It
is to be regretted that Mr. Medley has been forced to omit the illustrative
cases in ' Constitutional Law ' and extracts from documents referred to in
the preface, which would certainly have added much to the value of the
book. "We hope that he will be encouraged to add them in a supple-
mentary volume or in a second edition. A. G. LITTLE.

DieEntstehuwj tie*K'uditnstaates. YereinsschriftderGSrres-Gesellschaft
zur Pflege der Wissensohaft im katholischen Deutschland. Von Dr.
GCSTAV SCHXCKEE. (Koln : J. P. Bachern. 1804.)

IN his pamphlet on the origin of the papal states Dr. Schnurer has given
us a timely and valuable review of the investigations of various scholars
on the development and growth of the temporal power of the popes in
Italy. His account is the more acceptable as it is clear and concise, and
serves as a guide to the general reader through the mass of criticism
which has been expended on the subject. In chapters iv., be., and x.
the author discusses the proinissio of Quiercy which King Pippin made
Pope Stephen III in 754, and which Charlemagne confirmed in 774 at
Borne. He emphasises once more that Pippin's charter as well as Charle-
magne's confirmation contained only a promise to grant certain lands in
the event of a favourable issue of the forthcoming Lombard war, not
an unconditional grant. These chapters deal with the most contested
points in the early history of the papal states. For a long time scholars
had tried to explain away the contradiction between the promise of Quiercy,
of which the original is not extant, and its confirmation by Charlemagne.
They tried to show that the account of the latter, which is preserved in the
' Vita Hadriani' of the ' Liber Pontificals,' was either spurious in toto or
interpolated in part. But one of the latest investigators of the subject,
Paul Kehr, has shown conclusively that the accounts of both the ' Vita
Stephani' and the ' Vita Hadriani' are entirely trustworthy in themselves.1

Dr. Schnurer is quite right in accepting his conclusions in this respect.
The fact that both narratives are trustworthy does not, however, remove their
inherent contradiction. This point Adolf Schaube makes against Kehr.1

He claims that the document which Charlemagne confirmed in 774 was
not the original promissory grant of Quiercy, but a forgery. From this
the writer of the 'Vita Hadriani,' wilfully or not, took his account,
Schaube puts Kehr some pointed questions which the latter would, we
think, find it hard to answer. It was not Dr. Schnurer's place to reply to
them, for he addresses himself to the general public and had to avoid
involving himself too much in details. 13ut was it wise of the author to

Schaube's article only as not worthy of positive refutation ?
F. ZDCKEISES.

1 See Sybel's It'utoriscli* ZtitscJtrift, Ixx. pp. 885-44L
1 Ibiil. lxxiL pp. l'JS-21*.
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Die WeitstcUung dcs bijiantiniscltcn Seiches ror dm Kreuzzvgen. Von
Dr. CABL NEUMANN. (Leipzig: Duncker <fc Huinblot. 1804.)

THIS readable and stimulating sketch is not addressed merely to spe-
cialists. Written in an agreeable style, it sets forth the leading features of
the history of the Eastern Empire in the tenth and eleventh centuries, up to
the second Comnenian revolution, and treats it as tin Stuck der cdlgemeincn
Gcsehichte. The writer, who is well known to Byzantine students by his
' Griechische Geschichtschreiber and Geschichtsquellen iin zwdlften Jahr-
hundert,' makes many new and interesting suggestions; bat the most
instructive part of his sketch is the exposition of the loDg struggle between
the throne and the great landed proprietors of Asia Minor, which cul-
minated in the elevation of Alexius Comnenus. The measures by which
Bomanus tried to prevent the accumulation of latifundia, and their con-
nexion with the military necessities of the Empire, are well summed up.
It is shown how Nicephorus Phocas introduced a reactionary policy in
favour of the influential landowning class, to which he belonged himself,
and endeavoured to meet the difficulties connected with the military
system, which such a policy occasioned, by laws restricting ' mortmain.'
Basil reversed the policy of Nicephorus and Tzimisces, and did all in his
power to annihilate the growth and influence of the great proprietors ;
but they grew notwithstanding. Dr. Neumann plausibly proposes to
account for the long resistance of the throne, after Basil's death, to the
attempts of the Asiatic '• baronage' (including the fiasco of Isaac Com-
nenus) by the length of the imperial purse: Die rbcrlegenhcit der
lumptstiidtischcn Reyicrimg ham daher, doss xhrc tiiuniziclle Kraft d'.c
grdssere war (p. 75). Very instructive are the remarks OD the effect of
Basil's conquest of Bulgaria upon the position of the emperor in regard
to this struggle. It altered the centre of gravity, and made the emperor
comparatively independent of the arrogant nobility of Ask Minor. Die
Geschichte der kleinasiatischen Fronde, die den Sclnccrpunkt des lieiclis
nicht verschoben haben leolltc, ist cin grosses Stiick d6r Geschichte der
Begicrumj Basils II. IVic viel unablrfingiijcr aber icurdc durch seine
Erfolge das Kaisertum in seiner Hanptstadt.' Die Ordnung der Baikan-
lialbinscl machte Konstantiiiopcl fret con der cuiatischen Yormnudschaft
(p. 02). In the course of some interesting pages on Michael Psellos we
find the' new and valuable remark that he prided himself on psychological
analysis, and in writing his memoirs cared little for the historical circum-
stances in comparison with reading the souls of the actors (p. 89). It may
be added that Neumann has made use of the ' Sovjety i Rnskazy' of Kekau-
menos— anecdotes and adventures of a noble soldier of the eleventh cen-
tury—which Vasiljevski published in 1881 in tliree numbers of the
Zhurnal ministerstva narodnarjo prosxjjestchenija. J . B. BL"KY.

Eine nciic Handschrift der Chronik Alberts von Aachen. Von Dr.
BEBNHABD KUGLEB. (Tubingen : W. Armbruster <fc 0. Biecker.
1893.)

THE manuscript of the ' Chronicle of Albert of Aix,' of which Dr. Kugler
has here furnished a collation, is now in the possession of Baron von dem
Bussche-Hunnefeld, but, as a note in the manuscript i' Liber Monasterii
Sancti Viti in Gladbach') indicates, it anciently belonged to the Abbey of
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